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This report nflectr the collective cfforta of the New W/Z 

Physics Subgroup. The active membera of the group included 
Carl Albright, Sam Aronson, Nilenti Deahpande, Red Gii, 
Jack Gunion, Howard Haber, Borir Kayeer, Tom O’HaRoran, 
Bernard Pope and George Tsanakor. 

Ifnew-heavy charge&and/or neutral gauge booone exist with 
massw below 5 to 10 TeV, they can be oherved at the SSC. In 
thin report, we summarize the work of the New W/Z Phytica 
Subgroup. The apected proper&a of new heavy gauge bosons 
(such aa new W’r and Z’s or horizontal gauge boaons) are mm- 
marized. We then diiusz varioun signaturea of these new gauge 
borons and their implicationr for detector designers. Suggee- 
tionz for future work are indicated. 

1. Introduetian 
A. Scope of this Report 

The plan of thin report ia aa followr. Fit we praent in Sec- 
tion 1 a general introduction to the zubject of new W’s and Z’s 
- motivation, current maan limitr, and a brief rurvey of model. 
In Section 2, we review the results known before the Snowmass 
meeting which formed the baaiz for our group’8 work. One piece 
of work of particular value for our group was a paper by Lan- 
gacker, Robinett and Rosner112 (henceforth to be called LRR). 
Many of their nsultlr are zummarized in e&ion 2B and 2C. The 
remainder of the report summarizea the collective effort8 of our 
group members. In Section 3, we consider potential impact of 
the. physics of new W’r and Z’s on the design of SSC detec- 
tom. The main focus iz on leptonic decays. of new W’e and Z’z. 
It was found that the requirement that electrons and muons of 
pi 2 1 TeV be detected (with sign determination) in the same 
apparatus leads to very large yet precise detectors. In Section 4, 
theoretical aspects of new W and Z phynicz relevant to the SSC 
are discussed. Topic, include: (a) diicovery limits of new W’B 
and Z’s in pp V.Y. c-p colliders, (b) asymmetries, (c) the impor- 
tance of eeeing r leptona arising from new W and Z decays, (d) 
horizontal gauge booons, and (e) implications of a new neutral 
heavy lepton. We end with a list of zuggestionn for future work. 
B. Motivationa for Searching for New Heavy Gauge BONM 

The Standard Model poztulatea that the appropriate elec- 
troweak gauge group iz SU(2) x U(1). Combining thii work with 
QCD baaed on color SU(3), one arrivea at SlY(3) x SU(2) x U(1) 
az the appropriate gauge theory which at preeent deecribea ob- 
served particle phyrice phenomena. The crucial feature of this 
theory is electroweak symmetry breaking which ir responsible 
for giving maza to the W* and Zs gauge boeons while leaving 
the photon massless. The recent obeervation of the W(83) and 
the Z(Q4)’ at the CERN Collider4 haa been one further confir- 
mation of ehe Standard Model approach. 
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The large maz.a of the W(g3) and Z(Q4) reflat the large male 
of elatroweak symmetry breaking. In the Standard Model, thii 
ocale corvarpondr to the fact that an elementary ecalar Higga 
field acquirea vacuum expectation value v = (fiG~)-l/~ m 260 
GeV. The Higgs boson rector of the theoy in the least well 
underztood part iif the Stand%d Model; in particular, the rea- 
Bon for the rize of the elatroweak ecale of 250 GeV b a mys- 
tery. Many attempts to gain insight into the mechanism of elec- 
troweak symmetry breaking have been made, often resulting in 
the prediction of new phyrical phenomena& at a scale on the 
order of (or not much larger than) 250 GeV. Thii L the main 
theoretical motivation for building the SSC.” 

Attempts have also been made to incorporate the SCJ(3) x 
W(2) x fJ(1) theory into a larger framework. For example, in 
the grand unification approach,’ SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) is viewed 
aa a #low energy” effective theory to be replaced at a mperheavy 
mass scale of order lOI GeV by a gauge theory based on a uni- 
fying simple gauge group such az SU(5). However, our goala are 
much more modezt at the SSC. Here, we can rimply ask whether 
the SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) theory needs to be embedded in a 
larger gauge group to explain phenomena at the 1 TeV scale. 
For simplicity, we assume that SU(3) color will be unmodified 
by such an extendon. It ir ueeful to review the theoretical moti- 
vations for considering an elatroweak gauge group larger than 
SU(2) x U(1). 
1. The Empirical Approach. We do not know why the elec- 
troweak gauge group which describea present day phenomena is 
SU(2) x U(1) M opposed to some other gauge group. We have 
no physical principle which allows ua to deduce the number of 
physical gauge bosons. 
2. Parity Invariance. The SU(2) x V( 1) model doee not explain 
parity violation - it is put in by hand. One can construct models 
left-right symmetric theoriee8-10 based on sum x SU(Z)R x 
U(1) in which parity invariance b respected by the Lagrangian 
but b spontaneously broken by some Higgz field vacuum expec- 
tation value. 

The fermion of each generation transform under the sirs x 
SU(2)R x U(l) group an follows: 

(;;), (a) IL+=0 (1.10) 

IL = 0, IR = ; @lb) 

Note that we must necessarily add a new field, the NR. This 
may or may not be related to the WL a~ we shall discusll shortly. 
As for the gauge bozonr, we identify the Wt gauge boaons with 
the usual W(83) and predict the existence of new Wi bozons 
and an additional new neutral gauge boeon. The ruppreaeion of 
right-handed charged currents in low energy phenomena is then 
explained by the rmallnerw of the parameter A$‘/M?,,. The 
V( 1) Wmmetry in thin model correapondr to B - L. 
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3. Neutrino Maazes. In the SU(2) x V( 1) model, neutrinoe are 
exactly mzm6koe. Thii occun for two reasons. Fi, no vR 
field is introduced to the theory; this forbids a Dime mass for 
the neutrino. Second, there exists no Higgs fields which couple8 
vh to itself. As a result, no Majorana mass term for us can 
develop.” Clearly, this construction is artificial. If it turns out 
that neutrinos do have very small but nonero masses, it will 
be di5cult to aplain the origin of such a small number in the 
SU(2) x u(1) framework. In SH(2)t x Sum x V(1) mod- 
els, there is a ‘natural’ explanation for small neutrino mm. 
These models contain both a UL and a VR field. The general 
form for the neutrino mass matrix ir: 

c 9n.H = mg(Dp~ + AX.) + rn~v~C-‘lQ + mRv~c-‘vR (1.2) 

_- It is natural to expect rnB to be of order a kpton mass (say 
mg = m, for vc). By appropriate choice of the Riggs boson sec- 
tor of the theory, one can arrange mL = 0 and mR to be large 
(of order the S[1(2)R breaking scale). In thii limit, one finds12 
two Majorana neutrinos of mass mR and &mR. The latter 
neutrino is identified with the presently obsmmd neutrino. We 
see that if mD < mR, one obtains a very light neutrino which 
is compatible with present observations. An important cons+ 
quence is the existence of a neutral heavy Majorana neutrino 
which may be observable at the SSC. Unfortunately, in the con- 
text of model building, there is no precise prediction for the 
value of such a heavy neutrino.” It could be as light as a few 
GeV; alternatively, it may be much heavier. We shall have more 
to say about this neutral heavy lepton in Section 4E. 
4. CP - violation. There is no fundamental understanding as 
to the origins of CP-violation as observed in the neutral kaon 
s&or. One can parameterice the CP-violation as being due to 
a complex phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) 
mass matrix.” However, based on recent measurements of the 8 
and t’ parameter@ and the b-quark lifetime,19 there have been 
hints that the Standard Model may be incapable in explaining 
the observed data. In some left-right models, the major contri- 
bution to the c parameter is due to the presence of right-handed 
currents (specifically, CP-violation is arising in part due to a 
relative phase between the left-handed and right-handed CKM 
matrices). One predictsg~10 c to be of order @uL/flu,,; this 
allows one to deduce (in principle) an upper limit to the scale 
of left-right symmetry breaking! Recently, Hawui and Leurer” 
have argued that the WR mass based on the above arguments 
should be about 10 TeV (within a factor of two). Such a msss 
range is partly accessible to the SSC. 
5. Grand Unification. The Standard Model may be embedded 
in a grand unification gauge group; the minimal model is based 
on SU(5). This model also has parity violation and a msssless 
neutrino for the same reasons as diiussed above. In addition, 
this model predicts a sdesert,’ i.e. no new physical phenom- 
ena between the W(83) and Z(Q4) and the grand unification 
mass (of order 10 ” GeV). The grand unification mass is one 
of the predictions of the model; it may be computed based on 
the knowledge of ‘low energy” physics (the values of the vari- 
ous coupling constants and particle masses). This mass is then 
used to prd&t the rate for proton decay; it is well known that 
the proton lifetime ss measured is significantly longer than the 
minimal SU(5) prediction.19 

A reasonable interpretation of this ramlt is that the adeaert”- 
hypothesis is wrong, and new physical phenomena will appear 

beyond 100 GeV. In the context of grand unification, the sim- 
plest possibility is to consider a larger gauge group ruch as 
SO(10). It is possible to embed left-right symmetric models 
such as Su(3) x Sum x Su(2)R x u(1) in SG(lO), although 
it is not obvious where the sum breakiig scale should be. 
Many attempts to construct such models with light Su(2)R 
breaking scales have been made.lg We shall not go into detaib 
of model building here. However, it is useful to point out that 
the algebraic structure of such models’ is interesting to study 
independent of the details of the dynamics. Such a study can 
yield information on how new heavy Zs-bosons can couple to 
quarks and leptons. Such information is needed in order to pre- 
dict production rates and decay properties of new hypothetical 
Se-bosons which7could be seen at the SSC. 
B. Current Mam Limits on New W’r and Z’r 

If new W’r and Z’s exist, they must either be more mas- 
sive than the W(83) and Z(Q4) or else very weakly coupled to 
known quarks and leptons. One minor complication arises due 
to the poesibility of mixing: e.g., in Sum x Su(2)R x U(1) 
models, the physical charged gauge bosons can be a mixture of 
WL and WR. In this regard, Langackerss has made the follow- 
ing observation. We already know that the W(83) and Z(94) aa 
observed at the CERN Collider are quite close in mass to the 
values predicted by the SCr(2) x u(l) electroweak model. As a 
result, Langacker ohowes that under a few reasonable assump- 
tions, the mixing of the W(83) and Z(94) with hypothetical 
heavier W’s and Z’s is suppressed proportional to the inverse 
mass squared of the new vector bosons. For aample, if the 
W(83) and Z(94) masses were found to be within 1 GeV of 
their predicted SU(2) x V(1) values, then the mixing angles to 
any new vector boson with mass of 200,500, or 1000 GeV would 
be bounded by 0.07, 0.03 and 0.01 respectively. Henceforth, we 
shall ignore the possibility of such mixing. 

In order to be more precise about mass limits for new W’s 
and Z’s, one has to use the framework of some electroweak gauge 
group beyond SCJ(2) x V(1). Let us consider the limits one 
obtains in the context of an SU(B)L x SU(Z)R x u(1) model. 
Even within this context, one gets different bounds depending 
on various model assumptions made. We give a sample of the 
bounds17f1-26 obtained in Table 1 for the mass of a WR which 
has right-handed couplings to all fermions. For an aperimental- 
ist designing new W searches, the relevant bound is Mu,, 2 300 
GeV. The theorist’s favorite bound is Mu8 2 1 - 2 TeV which 
a&8 in two popular vemion8 of Su(2)L x Su(2)R x u(I). In 
one version (‘manifest left-right symmetry’), the left and right 
handed CKM angles are assumed to be equal. In a second ver- 
sion (*pseudomanifest left-right symmetry, or #charge conju- 
gation conserving’), the Lagrangian conserves separately C, P 
and T; these discrete symmetries are spontaneously broken. In 
the latter case, the magnitude of CP-violation is related to the 
scale of Su(2)R breaking as mentioned in the last sub-section. 

Bounds for new 2” masses are even more model-dependent. 
Unlike in the case of a WR, the Fe!! interaction is a model- 
dependent mixture of V - A and V + A. IQrthermore, the 
interpretation of sin2 &+J as determined from the neutral current 
data may be changed. zs It is probably safe to conclude that for 
a new Z, Ms 2 150 GeV. A more precise estimate can only be 
made in the context of a particular model. 
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(“Wm )mis Proceae Assumption Ret 
300 GeV tiL - flz mass difference none 21 

and bquark decay 
300 GeV nonleptonic decays manifest t- 22 

R symmetry 

Z which coupla to a new hypercharge x which depend9 
solely on which SU(S) multiplet the fermion lives in. The 
(unnommlized) values of the hypercharge x are 1, -3 and 
6 for the 10, 5 and 1 respectively. The relative branching 
ratioe are euily obtained. For aample, the coupling of Z 
to ddie jpZ,, where.99 

380 GeV CmdBd=w light Di Y 23,24 

l-2 TeV flL - tis mass difference manifest L- 25,26, 
and bquark decay R symmetry 17 

or charge con- 
jugation con- 
sewing 

-- 2TeV - u- + c;;“R light 27,28 
Majorana Y 

j’ = &ydL - 3&7*S, 

= b”dL +&I% 

= &'%?v + i?,dd 

(1.4) 

‘able 1 : Lower bound on the WR maw in Sum x Su(2)R x 
U( 1) under the assumptions stated above. 
C. Basic Properties of New W ’s and Z’s 

where w = 2 and 8~ = 1. Thm, BR(Z -, da) is propor- 
tional to 3(g$ + pi) where the factor of 3 is required for 
the color triplet d-quark We denote thir Z by Z,; its rel- - 
ative couplings to fermions obtained in a similar manner 
as above are diiplayed in Table 2. 

c) The new Z could couple uniformly to all fermionz in the 16 
dimensional representation. We denote this neutral boson 
~~z~~I~~~~tojr=JL7*fL+lt7*/i=-f~l5/ 

c. . . , I.e. Its couplmgs are purely axial. The 
relative decay ratea are diiplayed in Table 2. 

We have argued that a new W would probably exhibit negli- 
gible mixing with the W(83). Thus, in SU(2), x S(I(2)R x U(1) 
models, a heavier W would have pure V + A couplings to quarks 
and leptons. It is also natural to assume that the gauge cou- 
plings of the SU(2)1, and SU(P), groups are equal. The only 
remaining question is the nature of the WR coupling9 to charged 
leptonn. We have two choice9 - (a) we can take the neutrino 
to be a Dirac fermion or (b) we can assume that there are two 
Majorana neutrinos: Y and N. In the former case, Wi 4 e+v 
where Y is the right-handed component of the ordinary neutrino. 
In the latter case, Wi -+ e+N where N is a new neutral lep- 
ton. The signature of new W ’s in the latter case then depends 
on whether the decays of the N are observable. The WR decay 
widths and branching ratios are easily obtained: 

Pble 2 

Relative coupling9 to ff 
Fermion pair zd zl G 

c+c- 26& - 8& + { 10 2 

2 
1 
: 

9 1 
25 1 

Uil 9 4 

f 

6~-26&+’ 
dd 3 ii’: 8& - 26;. + ‘I 

Normalization ($s& - 462, + 2) NC 8ONo 16N~ 

BR(W; + t+Nr) = -!- 
4No 

(1.30) 

Table 2 : The branching ratio for Zs + ff is obtained by di- 
viding the relative coupling9 by the Normalisation factor listed 
above. The number of generation9 is denoted by No, and LQ+J = 
sin 8~. For more details, see ref. 1. 

BR(WR+ +td)=& (1.3b) 

r(wR) = zr(w) (1.3c) 

where Mu’and I’(W) are the masl, and width of the W(83) and 
NC is the number of generations of fermions. Occ~ionally, we 
may wish to be less tied to particular electroweak gauge model. 
It will then be of interest to explore the consequence of a new 
W with pure V - A or pure V interactions. 

Note that we have assumed that the Z, and Z+ do not mixlo 
with the Z(Q4); hence their coupling9 to fermions are indepen- 
dent of sin’gw. The total width of the new Z depends on the 
coupling constant which corresponds to the new hypercharge. 
In a particular grand unification model, this coupling would be 
determined by the unification condition. Typically, it is of order 
the weak coupling constant 0~. Thus, the total width of a new 
Z would be apated to be given by a formula analogous to eq. 
1.3(c). 
D. Other New Gauge Bosons 

A new Z would decay into fermion pain with model-dependent 
Up until now, we have restricted our diiussion to gauge 

couplings. Conzider the following three modeb: 
b osons which arise from a simple enlargement of the elatroweak 

o) A new heavy Z with coupling9 to fermioar which are iden- 
gauge group. The resulting gauge bosons had universal cou- 

tical to thoee of the Z(Q4). Thie model ie artificial but 
plings to each generation (up to some possible new unknown 
CKM-type mixing angles). One can discuss gauge bosons which 

useful in making comparisons with Z(W) production ratw. do distinguish among generations. This can occur for example 
See ‘able 2. in models which possess a horisontal gauge symmetry.s1f2 In 

b) In SOJlO) grand unified models, each fermion belong9 to such cases, fermions carry a horisontal quantum number which 
a single 16 dimensional representation which decomposes distinguishez the different generations.. 
under SU(5) into a g (de, e, v), a 10 (d, u, uc, cc) and 
a 1 (NC). AU particles listed are left-handed; charge con; 

The most interesting kind of gauge boson of thii type is one 

jugates are indicted by a c. Such models contain a new 
that mediate9 flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC’s). For 
example, a gauge bceon which coupled to d3 and e+p- would 



mediate the process pL + c+p- and K+ 4 r+e+~’ at tree 
level. The6e two processes have not been observed (the Par- 
ticle Data Group99 Ming b BR(KL 4 ep) < 6 x lo4 and 
BR(K+ + r+ep) < (5 - 7) x 10-O) which indicate that the 
mass of the mediating gauge boeon must lie in the multi-‘IbV 
range. The precise lower mass limit to NCh bONM depends on 
an unknown gauge coupling constant and unknown mixing an- 
gles. However, these same facton appear in the computation 
of production cram sections so that one can get useful bounds 
on their observability at the SSC. In addition, FCNC’s involv- 
ing third generation fermions are not severely constrained. So, 
in principle, it is possible for gauge bosons which mediate such 
.FCNC’s to be light enough to be accessible at the SSC. 

Other schemes exists which lead to new gauge bceons which 
do not couple univemally to the various generations of fermions. 
One suchsxample is an--extended tahnicolors6 (ETC) echeme 

- discussed by Holdom.s6 In his model, there are two types of ETC 
gauge bozons. The firzt type of EI’C gauge bosons is the %sual’ 
technicolor non-singlet boson which couple9 quark6 to techni- 
quarks. The exchange of these bosons leads to the generation 
of quark masses; which in turn implies that these ETC gauge 
bosons must have masses of order 10 - 100 TeV. The mond 
type of ETC gauge boson is a technicolor singlet boson which 
couples quarks to themselves and techniquarks to themselves. 
The masses of these bosonr are not so mztricted; in fact, one 
can imagine the existence of a tahnicolor singlet gauge boson 
with mass of order a TeV. In Holdom’s model, the lightest tah- 
nicolor singlet gauge boson couples only to the heavy fermion 
generations. This is another example of a gauge bozon which 
can distinguish among generations. In this particular case, the 
dominant decays of such a boson would be into ti, b6, T+Z- and 
pairs of techniquarke which presumably manifest themselves as 
pairs of W ’s and Z’s. Such a decay pattern is very similar to 
that of a heavy Higgs bomn, so it is worth considering how the 
two could be distinguished. 

In summary, the origin of generation9 remains one of the 
major mysteries of the Standard Model. It is quite possible that 
the solution to the generation mystery involves physics on the 
TeV scale which could be acceeeible at the SSC. The detection 
of new gauge bosons which are sensitive to the generation quan- 
tum numbers could provide a crucial piece in the solution of the 
generation puzzle. 

2. New W9n and Z’r - The Basics 
A. Formalism for Calculation of Croz6 Sections 

The parton model may be used to estimate the size of pro- 
duction cross sections of new W’s and Z’s at the SSC. The cal- 
culation involve9 a number of dmplifying assumptions. First, 
we compute only the tree level process: q~ + W or Z. Second, 
initial state gluon radiation by the quark9 and intrinsic trans- 
verse momentum of the annihilating quarks relative to proton 
beam6 are neglected. In this approximation, the W or Z is pro- 
duced moving longitudinally to the beam. Third, higher order 
QCD contribution9 are neglected. In particular, the ‘K-factoP 
which renormalise6 the parton model result by an overall factor 
(roughly, K SY 2 at the CERN Collider) has been oet qual to 
one. Fourth, the effects of spectator9 (higher-twist effects) are 
neglected. & can apat these approximations to yield results 
which are accurate roughly to within a factor of three. 

Under the assumptions stated above, it follows that the pro- 
duction cross section for A + B -+ W + X t ?‘ 

where 
ma = Slt26 (2.20) 

(2.2b) 

z2 ;Fe-fi (2.2c) 
- - 

I+ij = r(w + ij) (2-W 

Pij is the partial width of the decay of the W into paItOM i + 
j. In our numerical work, we shall employ EHLQ structure 
functions” for the fi. The rapidity of the W is obtained from 
Ew= mwcosh vu, which is equivalent to: 

WV =flog ( 
&v-g=& 

mw 1 
(2.3) 

where we have assumed that the W is emitted longitudinally 
along the beam direction. The choice of sign in q. 2.3 depends 
on whether the W is emitted along A or B. 

In the above discussion, W’ ha6 been used to denote any 
vector bceon. First, suppose that ‘W’ is a neutral vector boson, 
Z, which decays into a pair of leptons e+e- or $p-. Then by 
messuring the outgoing lepton energies and their angles with 
respect to the beam, one can reconstruct uniquely the Z mass 
and energy thereby obtaining its rapidity b. However, if ?V” 
is a charged vector boson W*, the situation is more complicated. 
If W + eN (or W * pN) where y is. a neutral heavy lepton 
which decays with no u&zing energy, then one can reconstruct 
the W four-momentum as before. On the other hand, if the N 
escapes detection, one does not have a unique determination of 
the W kinematics. One can obtain useful information assuming 
that the total transverse momentum in the event can be reliably 
measured. Let E, and 8, be the electron energy and angle with 
respect to the beam respectively, as measured in the laboratory. 
Then by momentum and energy conservation, we can compute 
the N momentum and energy: 

pF = .-E, sin 0, (2.4) 

4 = mwsinh w - E, cots 8, (2.5) 

EN = mwcosh yw - E, (2.6) 

If we now impose the condition that N has mazz mN, we find: 

-huw -9inh mcos6, = rn& - rnk 
%mw (2.7) 

Assuming that mN a mw, we can neglect the effect of the 
N mass. Then, using cash y = (1 + sinh2 I)*/~, we obtain a 
quadratic equation for sinh yu.. Thus, we have a two-fold am- 
biguity in determining e. (In certain instances, one of the 

-I- 



solutions corresponds to an unphysical value of pf thenby n- 
solving the ambiguity.) Thii ambiguity can be pmblemrtical if 
one wants to compare experimental data to theoretical e dii- 
tributions. A straightforward way to overcome thi difticulty is 
to define a new variable &,, which ls qual to the 

F 
correapond- 

ing to the solution to q. 2.7 which minimires Ipy 1 given by q. 
2A3’ One can then obtain theoretical distributions in & (using 
Monte Carlo techniques) which can be directly compared to the 
data. 

In the case of charged W production, it would be more useful 
to study directly the distributions of the observed electron (or 
muon). The relevant par-ton model formula is easily generalised: 

can be understood using simple helicity arguments as ahown ln 
Fig. 1. The Wi couples to a left-handed d-quark and electron 
and right-handed a-quark and vr. Angular momentum conser- 
vation favora id near 0’ and diifavon 8d near 180’. Similar ar- 
guments can be used for the Wi couplings resulting in the same 
angular distribution. Thus, WL and WR production cannot be 
distinguished by only studying the distribution of electrons re- 
sulting from W + cN decay. If a gauge boson existed which had 
a V - A coupling to ad and a V + A coupling to c-R (or vice 
versa), then one would find a (1 - cosid)l diitribution. (The 
helicity argument analogous to Fig. 1 ls straightforward.) This 
situation could easily be dttingulshed experimentally from the 
WL or WR case; although theoretically, there ls no motivation 
for such bosons./ _ _ 

where Yrnhatted” variables are those measured in the laboratory 
(i.e., the A+ B center of mass frame) and the ‘hatted’ variables 
are defined in the parton center of mass frame: the electron 
energy & and the angle & between par-ton i and the electron. 
These variables are easily expressed in terms of the momentum 
fractions zi,zz and the laboratory variables as follows: 

&=m-h(y-w-1 
co&=tanh(y-yw) (2.10) 

where yR’ = J log (zl/z2) and y and pT refer to the electron aa 
measured in the laboratory: 

pT = E,dnB, 

We have set the electron mass to sero in the discussion above. 
Henceforth, we will also set mN = 0 for simplicity. If the parton 
subprocess is a 2 + 2 scattering process, qs. 2.9 and 2.10 
simplify. If 0 is the squared center-of-mass energy, then & = 
a/2, which implies that: 

. 
cosh(y-y$+)=fi 

2pT 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

When the W is on mass shell, i = m&. Then q. 2.14 can be 
shown to be identical to q. 2.7 (with mN = 0 assumed). We 
oee that the sign ambiguity in q. 2.13 is a direct consequence of 
the twofold ambiguity in determlning yw (see discussion below 
q. 2.7). 

Let ns contrast the production of a new heavy WL and WR. 
Computing the elementary crces section for ad + W& -+ c-R, 
we find: 

de 
d$dco& = 

lrc12fi( 1+ co(I e,,QI, 
- 48sin’Bw[(m& - 6)2+I’~m&] 

where 8.d is the angle between the electron and the d-quark anh 
& I I’(W -+ eN)/rw. The factor of (1 +cOr8d)2 in eq. (2.15) 

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the process 
Ud + WiR + c -h’,. The arrows above 
the fermi& lines denote helicity. Note 
that the & is always right-handed, whereas 
the fi, is always left-handed. Angular 
momentum conservation implies that the 
configurations shown above am the ones 
favored. Hence, the electron angular dii- 
tribution is the same for both WL and WR 
decay. 

The electron distributions in the laboratory are obtained by 
inserting eq. 2.15 into q. 2.8 (using qs. 2.9 - 2.12) and per- 
forming the integration. It ir standard practice to replace the 
W-boron propagator with r6(rt$ - &)/(I’wmw) in the narrow 
resonance approximation. However, by doing this one can miss 
interesting and possibly important effects on the tails of distri- 
butions due to virtual W exchange. 
B. Discovery Limits of New W/Z 

The basic signatures of new W’s and Z’s are W- -+ c-N 
and Z” + c+e- (or th e same reactions with e replaced by cc). 
These processes are remarkably background free. This fact has 
been already evident at the CERN Collider where the W(83) 
and Z(Q4) were discovered with only ‘a handful of events.’ 

Consider first W- + e-N. The discovery of the W(E3) was 
made by isolating events with the following features: 
(a) the electron was isolated; (b) the electron had substantial 
pi (the pr-distribution showed the expected peaking at pr m 
mw/2); (c) the event tended to be quiet with no appreciable 
hadronic activity at large pi; (d) the event has a large missing 
transvene momentum due to the undetected neutrino. 

In discovering a new heavy charged W, features (a) and (b) 
will persist. Features (c) and (d) will depend on the proper- 
ties of the neutral lepton N. Ideally, properties (a) and (b) 
are sufficient to identify a new W. However, one must keep in 
mind that electron identification in not 100% efficient. Further- 
more, an important property of the W(83) identification by the 
UAl detector was the ability to match momentum and energy 
of a hypothetical electron tmck.w At the SSC, for extremely 
energetic electrons, the momentum measurement becomes in- 
creasingly difficult (see Section 3). Nevertheless, we believe that 
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belated large pr leptons are sufficiently rare that such problems 
can be overcome. 

In the case of Z(’ - e+e-, #p-, the rituation t ether 
to malyre. Here, one looks for eventr with: (a) two isolated 
electrons (or muons); (b) no appreciable hadronic activity at 
large pi; and (c) little miming transvene momentum. Energy 
measurement8 of the lepton tracks alone allow the invariant mass 
of the parent p to be reconstructed. Again, as evidenced by 
the discovery of the @(Q4) at the CERN Collider, the signature 
of a new ti is extremely clean and devoid of background. 

The conclusion we draw from the above diiumion ls that a 
new W and Z can be diqovered on the baaia of a small number 
of event8 which we rhall choose arbitrarily to be ten eventr per 
year. Based on this criterion, it is easy to use q..2.1 to obtain 
the ‘discovery limits’ of-new W’s and Z’s at the SSC, i.e. the 
maximum mass of such bosons which would result in ten leptonic 
(either e or cc) events per year. This analyris was performed by 
EHLQ and by LRR in the approximation that the produced 
gauge boson wae. on-shell (narrow width approximation). The 
results, using the criterion for dircovery de&bed above, are 
rummarieed in Table 3. I%rther discussion on discovery limits 
at the SSC will be given in Section 4A. 

Table S 

PP PP 

w;, WR’ 8.6 6.5 
Wi, Wi 7.3 6.5 

2 
6.5 5.0 
5.6 3.6 

‘lLble 3 : The discovery limitr of new heavy gauge boeons at the 
SSC. We asrume that fi = 40 TeV and 1 = loss cmm2 #cc-I 
for pp or L = 1032cm-2sec-1 for pp. The discovery limits are 
obtained by requiring that 10 leptonic events per year (10’ ret) 
be observed. The masses above are given in units of TeV. The 
above numbers were obtained from ref. 1, except for the’ZO 
entries which were obtained from ref. 6. The properties of #’ 
and Z,” are given in Table 2. 

One further feature of new W and Z production in worth 
noting here. Let us ansume that the new gauge boson produced 
is rather heavy (say, of order 1 TeV). Then, a large fraction 
of the cross section is produced in the central region. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 2 (taken from LRR) where we plot the rapidity 
distribution of a new Z” with a mass of 1 TeV. We remind the 
reader that Iyl = 3 corresponds to an angle 5” with respect to 
the beam axis. 
C. Asymmetries 

We have argued ln the previous section that if new W’r and 
Z’s exist with masses lean than thoee listed in Table 3, then it 
should be possible to verify their exietence at the SSC. In order 
to understand the theoretical lmplicatiom of new gauge bosonr, 
it is necessary to explore the propertiw of such bosonr - speclfi- 
tally, their couplings to quarks and leptons. Thi ls by no means 
a trivial tuk. Whereas ten events per year t sufficient to iden- 
tify the ex&nce of a new gauge boson, one will need hundreds 
(or more) events to determine aspecta of its couplings. Further- 
more, observation of electrons from the decays W + eN and 
Z -+ e+e- alone will leave many ambiguities as to some of the 
gauge bceon properties. Aa an example, as we saw at the end of 

Section 2A, one cannot dirtingukh WL from WR on the basis of 
the electron distributions. Neverthelear, partial information can 
be obtained by studying various asymmetric which we define 
below. Here we follow closely the papera of LRR. 

z- 
? 
b 0.1 -0 
m 

0 
c -3- -2 d 0 I 2 3 

to.,. YZ .9Pll, 

Fig. 2 The rapidity (yg) diitribution 
for a new Z of mas8 1 TeV in pp ratter- 
lng at 4 = 40 TeV. B ir the branching 
ratio into p+p-. The coupling of the 
$? to fermions correspond to thorn of 
Z, listed in lhble 2. This graph was 
taken from LRR. 

1. Forward - Backward Asymmetries.. Consider the prom A+ 
B+WiR+x,WiR -+ e-N. Let us assume that the rapid- 
ity of the’ W- can bi determined. Then, the kinematics of the 
parton subprocem ad + W- are entirely fixed. Given %, we 
can obtain zr and ~2 by q. 2.2 and the parton center-of-mass 
scattering angle e^, by q. 2.10 We may choose yw and come’, to 
be the independent variables. Then, using qa. 2.8 and 2.15, 

da 
a = N p(zl)aB(z2)(l + COS~,)~ 

dywdcoee, 

+ eA(zl)dB(z2)(1 - K&)~ 1 
(2.16) 

where N is an appropriate normalising factor. Note that we have 
identified i, = 19d and e^ e = %-id in the two terms respectively. 
For fixed yn,, define the forward-backward asymmetry by 

(2.17) 

where & 
dcoa&------r 

d%dwe9, 
(2.16) 

Then, for example, for A + B -* Wi,R + X, WzR 4 e-N 

3 dA(tl)aB(z2) - aA(z,)dB(t2) 
AFB(YW) = - 4 dA(a)aB(d + aA 

(2.19) 

We remind the reader that 21, 122 = (mw/fie*ew. 
First consider pp scattering. ‘Ming A to be the proton, we 

see that in a regime where valance quarks dominate dA ~~ 2= 
fiA dB implying AFB CJ f. In fact, we can integrate over yn 
as well without diluting the rignal; the advantage being that 
less data is required to see an effect. In pp scattering, there 
is also an asymmetry. This first comes as a surprise since one 
apparently can argue that there ir no inherent direction defined 
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in pp scattering. However, by measuring yw, one determines the 
direction of the W’ in the laboratory on an event-by-event basis. 
In addition, q. 2.15 (or Fig. 1) implies that the electron tends 
to follow the direction of the d-quark. Thus, at a 6xed non-sero 
yu, one can determine on a statistical baeir which proton the d- 
quark came from. Thus a non-sero Yymmetry exists for yw # 0 
sa shown in q. 2.19. Of course at uw = 0, there ls no preferred 
direction remaining and hence no asymmetry. 

The one loophole in the above arguments is the assumption 
that yw is known. As shown below q. 2.7, there is usually a 
two-fold ambiguity in the determination of yw. What ir more 
troublesome is that the ambiguity ln yw leads to a sign ambi- 
guity in coe8, as exhibited in q. 2.13. This problem appears 
to ruin the computation of the aeymmetry. Eowever, ae argued 
previously, one can often rule out one of the two solutions for 
ye’ on the-basis of the event kinematice. Othuwise, one must 
define an unambiguous variable on an event-by-event basis (such 
as i - see discussion below q. 2.7). At preeent, further analysis 
is required to see whether AFB b a useful quantity in charged 
W production (if the neutral lepton is not detected). Of coume, 
if the JV decays and can be reconstructed, then one will be able 
to measure directly yw unambiguously, and the above problems 
disappear. 

The asymmetry AFB in 9 production can be derived in 
a similar manner. For example, for ti + c+c- one computes 
&B for one of the leptons. In thii case, the rapidity of the go 
is directly measured in the laboratory by measuring the four- 
momentum of the e+c- system. Explicit formulae have been 
computed by LRR, and many graphs of &B(Y) for various 
gauge bosone can be found there. 

From the discussion above, it is clear that the measurement 
of+he electric charge of the lepton is of extreme importance to 
the program of measuring asymmetries. For example, it b easy 
to show that: 

AFB(PP + w+) + AFL&J -+ w-1 = 0 (2-W 

so that without a sign measurement, AFB would vanish in p$ 
scattering. In pp scattering, there would be an observable asym- 
metry even if electric charge wad not measured. Such an aeym- 
metry would test the relative strength of the W or 2 to u and d 
quarks, but would be insensitive to the helicity lrtNCtU!t of the 
gauge boson couplings. 
2. Global Asymmetries. For completeness, we mention some 
global asymmetries considered by LRR. These have the virtue 
that fewer events are required in order to see an effect. The 
average front-back aeymmetry (AFB) is obtained by integrating 
the numerator and denominator of q. 2.17 over %. It is non- 
sero in ppscattering but is exactly sero for pp scattering (an there 
b no preferred direction). In pp scattering, a useful asymmetry 
is 

(2.21) 

where (Et) is the average lepton energy measured in the labora- 
tory. Graphs of (E(r) for various new gauge bosonr have been 
computed LLRR. Note that CP invariance implies that in p$ 
Mattering, AE = 0. 

D. Polarised Beams 
In the previous section, we presented the study of asymmt 

tries as one method for gaining information on the nature of the 
couplings of new W’s and I’s to fermions. However, thio tech- 
nique can only provide partial information; for example, it can- 
not distinguish WL and WR. One method for obtaining a more 
complete description of the underlying couplings is to study new 
W and Z production from polarised beams. 

The literature contains a number of studia on the power 
of polarised bean@ in analysing the properties of the W(63) 
and Z(94).‘O These techniques can be generalised in a rtraight- 
forward manner to encompass new W and Z production at the 
SSC. However, such work has not yet been performed. It was 
a deliberate decision of the NW W/Z Physics Subgroup to re- 
frain from considering in detail implications of polarised beams 
to new W and Z physics. It is clear that polarised beams pro- 
vide a very useful tool for investigating details of new W and Z 
couplings to fermions. We believe that it is more appropriate 
to perform a careful and complete analysis on the polarisation 
effects for new W and Z production rather than to take the cur- 
sory approach which would have been necessary at Snowmass. 
Furthermore, it is clear that polarisation phenomena would be at 
best a feature of second generation experiments at the SSC. At 
present, we are aware of no realistic studies as to the feasibility 
of polarised beams at the SSC. Hence, we felt that a theoretical 
analysis of polarisation phenomena could be postponed in favor 
of the topics discussed in Sectionr 3 and 4. 

Before leaving thii topic, a few comments M appropri- 
ate. In the study of hard scattering with polarised beams, one 
needs to know the spin-dependent structure functionr.411’2 Here 
our experimental knowledge is not as precise (as compared to 
the determination of the unpolarired structure functions) since 
the data on polarized leptoproduction b limited!9 Neverthe- 
less, there have been attempt0 to provide a reasonable set of 
spin-dependent structure functions. (A recent analysis which 
obtains spindependent structure functions by direct resolution 
of the spin-dependent Altarelli-Parisi equations has been given 
by Chiappetta and Softer.@) 

It is expected that the helicity of a polarised proton is carried 
primarily by the valence quarks. Let us define u”+(z)(u!L(z)) to 
be the probability of finding a positive (negative) helicity valence 
u-quark inside a positive helicity proton. The simplest model 
would be to say that u%(z) = S/6 u”(z), u:(z) =‘1/6 u’(z), 
P+(z) = l/3 P(z), and d”_(z) = 2/3 d”(z) on the basis of the 
spin composition of the quark content of the SU(6) wavefunc- 
tion of a pceitive helicity proton. Carlits and Kaur” presented a 
more sophisticated model based on the idea that valence quarks 
carry the proton helicity only at large values of s. They pro- 
posed: . 

U+(4 = 2 k)ll + f(4l- ;d(+)/o) (2.220) 

d+(4 = fdW - ;/(41 (2.22b) 

U-(4 = u(t) - u+(z) (2.224 
d,(z) = d(z) - d+(z) (2.22d) 

f(z) = [l + &t-‘/z( 1 - #I-’ (2.22e) 

and HO = 0.052 has been adjusted so that the Bjorken sum rule 
is satisfied. Note that as z + 0, u+(z) = u-(z) = l/2 u(z) 
and d+(z) = d-(z) = l/2 d(r). As z + 1, we approach the 
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SCr(6) limit previously mentioned, if in addition we impose the 
SU(6) inspired relation, Cp = l/2 u*. One convenient feature of 
qs. 2.22 is that the EHLQ structure functions may be inserted 
to obtain spin-dependent structure functions which are sensible 
for SSC physics. 

The above discussion suggests that polarised beams will be 
of little interest for processes which result from the wattering of 
small-r and/or non-valence partonr. However, thii t certainly 
not the case in the production of (sufkiently heavy) new W’r 
and Z’s. Let u++ denote the total cross section for p+p+ + W 
where the protons are polarised as indicated. In p$ mcatter- 
mg, gauge bosons are produced by the #catbring of two valeme 
quarks so polariration effects (e.g. u-- > u++ for W,) can be 
significant. Furthermore, in p$ scattering, W* production cross 
sections are qual, M) that one need not measure the sign of the 
outgoing lepton to c&2 rug& effects. In pp scattering, one valence 
quark is involved in the scattering and effectr due to polarisa- 
tion are still visible. Here the situation is more complicated and 
sign information can be important. For example, we find that 
for Wz, u-- > u++ but the reverse is true for Wi. (For WR, 
reverse the sign of all inequalities above.) We emphasise that 
effects can be large with u--/u++ of order five for 100% po- 
larited beams. Careful computations are required in the case 
of partial polaritation. Other interesting observabla have been 
studied in the literature.a9*” One needs to develop this further, 
and determine which observablee are best in order to untangle 
unknown new W and Z coupling. 

3. Experimental IMUU Related to the Phydcr 
of New W’r and Z’s at the SSC 

[This section wae written by S. Aronson and B. G. Pope] 
A. Prelude 

- New W and Z gauge bosons were taken to be detectable via 
two generic decays: 

W*, Zo 4 jets, (34 

and 
W*, Zo + leptons , (3.2) 

. e.g. 

W;-‘L’N; ti-+t+C- (3.3) 

where N is a (heavy) neutral lepton. 
The experience at Sp$S with jet decays of heavy rtatea hae 

so far been less than encouraging for thii line of attack. Coluc 
quently we left thi topic for hardier souls and focussed on the 
leptonic decays. In this cw, high-m leptons (plur missing pi) 
have been spectacular successful tools at SppS. 

In the present case, however, where one expects to look for 
heavy gauge bosons at mamea 5 10 TeV, we considered the 
problem of identifying and measuring c’s and c’s with pr in 
excess of 1 TeV. In the next section we aplore the consequence 
of using conventional techniques for studying thase very stiff 
leptons. 
B. Betecting and Measuring Leptons 
1. Electron6: Electron identification will rely primarily on fint 
gained calorimetry; magnetic analysis will enhance the identi- 
fication (E vs. p) and of course will provide the desired sign 
determination. Design studies for the DO detector43 and similar 

devices have shown that the calorimeter should have good lon- 
gitudinal segmentation (for c/hadron discrimination) and good 
tramverse segmentation (for rejection of 7-hadron overlaps). As 
an example, Do has about 50,ooO channels of calorimetry sur- 
rounding a very compact (0.7 m radius, no magnet) inner track- 
ing system. A similarly- dne-grained calorimeter surrounding 
an adequate magnetic tracking system (see below) might ewily 
have an order of magnitude more channels. 

Other devices, ruch u tmnsition radiation or synchrotron 
radiation detectors might also enhance the electron identifica- 
tion; these could be interspersed among the trackimg chambers. 

A8 for the mpetjc trac@g system, we relied on a PSSC” 
study to guide our e&mates. Figure 3, from the PSSC sum- 
mary repoti indicata the field integral needed in conjunction 
with a large but conventional drift chamber. Assuming that a 
reliable sign determination is equivalent to a 30% momentum 
me=urement, a 1.5 T, 3.5 m radius magnet is seen to be re- 
quired to reach the several - TeV range of interest. While a 
more rophirticated chamber might improve on the assumed 206 
pm resolution, it should be noted that using E VI. p an an 
electron identification tool probably mquirw a better than XI % 
momentum messurement . 

2. Muons. The conventional approach features a hadron ab- 
Iorber followed by magnetic analysis. T&king before the ab- 
sorber is also very important. At lea&, this front tracking can 
locate the event vertex which is very helpful in muon trigger- 
ing if the source is of finite extent. At best the p-candidate 
can be seen in the front tracker and its momentum matched to 
that in the rear. Muon backgrounds result from hadron punch 
through and from (r or K decay. The former is addressed with 
a very thick absorber (W has 1 10X everywhere) and external 
magnetic analyeie. The latter can be handled by having a very 
compact space ahead of the absorber (in direct conflict with the 
good tracking needed for electron!) and/or by meing the decay 
kink (which would probably require a precision vertex chamber). 

C. How Well Can One Measure the Width of a New Z”? 

The following analysis in presented courteny of Tom 
O’Halloran. Suppose we measure the‘maea of the new 9 from 
its c+e- decay. If we denote by 0 the opening angle of the e+e- 
pair, then we have (approximately, for small 8) wz CJ E~&O*. 
Thus, only electron energies am required and these can be mea- 
sured quite accurately at high energies. The expected measure 
ment error in the mass is then: 

$g-; [(g+ (~)‘+4($!)1”’ (3.4) 

The error in the energy measurement in the calorimeter takes 
the form: 

LE=a+ b 
E z 

(3.5) 
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Fig. 3. The momentum resolution for various 
magnetic spectrometer parameters. R h the 
chamber radius, the magnetic field is taken to 
be 1.5 T, the spatial resolution is 200 p and 150 
samples are assumed. The arrowa repreeent the 
range of maximum lepton momenta possible at 
fi = 40 TeV from the decay of a new W. This 
figure is taken from Ref. 44. 

For sufficiently high energy electrons, the b/n term becomes 
negligible and the constant term dominates. With present tech- 
niques, the beet we can imagine is to have a w 0.01. Now, A@/# 
depends on the geometry of the detector and is hard to estimate. 
Let UE assume that (AEl/El)* + (AEr/&)* LJ 4(A6/19)~, i.e. 
the detector is designed to match the energy and angular errore 
(there is not much sense in doing better). We conclude that: 

This is to be compared with the expected ti width; typically 
pg/iUg - 0.03. This indicates that with a sufficiently large data 
sample, it should be possible to memure the new p mase with 
a resolution smaller than its natural width at the SSC. 
D. Schematic Detector for Both e and p 

Figure 4 shows a combined-function lepton detector; it in a 
deep, fine grained calorimeter/abrber with magnetic tracking 
fore and aft. Although it is shown M a detector %rm’ of modest 
solid angle, the reader may imagine a more hermetic device built 
along the same lines. The gargantuan scope of the reeulting 
detector raises some immediate questions: 
1. Does one need thii capability over Ir? The answer to thii 
question may have more to do with the nst of the event than 
with the e’s and $a. For example, in the decay Wi -, ECN, 
the N may behave in a neutrino-like way (i.e. appear ss missing 
pi in a hrrraetic detector) or it may decay to visible products 
at the primary or a secondary vertex. More theoretical study of 
N decays may help establish the effect of unstable N’s on the 
signatures, but it may be that microvertex detectore are more 
important than 4r coverage. 

If the answer to question 1 ie yes, a 4uper L3’ (20 m x 
20 m x 20 m) is the result of thii conventional attack on the 
problem. 

Fig 4 -A schtT$atic SSC detector 
for detecting electrona and muons. 

2. Doee one need full e and Y canabihtv? H. for examnle. one .  .  . ,  m  ~ 

were to drop the requirement of sign determination on the elec- 
trons, one might sccdpe by with a standard t3, instead of the Su- 
per L3 mentioned above. Other such modest fall-back positions 
might suggest themselves as other requirements are relaxed. 
3. Can one measure the decay asymmetry? GollinU has recently 
considered the possibility of measuring front-back asymmetries 
for a new Z” decaying into p+p’. He performed a Monte Carlo 
simulation of a 2500 ton muon spectrometer. His conclusions 
are that a reasonable measurement of AFB can be made for a 
new Z” of mass 1 TeV in one year of data taking at the SSC. 
4. Can one distinguish W, from WR? The energy and angular 
distributions expected from the electron decay of a WR are the 
same aa that expected from a WL. However, there have been 
suggestions that the two-step process 

W + TN, r 4 cup (3.7) 

might distinguish WL from WR in the electron energy diitribu- 
tion. In order to identify r’s a microvertex detector would be 
essential, but even then the meaurement would be extremely 
difficult. Other decay modes of the I (e.g. T -+ I or p + v) 
may provide a better means of identifying the T. Further work 
is required to determine how high an efficiency for r-detection 
can be attained at the SSC. 
5. What other physica can be done with this detector? Although 
motivated by searches for heavy gauge bosons, the detectors 
imagined here (surely all in the 2 100 M class) are likely to 
have other physics potentialities. More communication with the 
other physics groups would have helped answer this question. 
It is clear that any real device (especially of Uir scope) would 
have to attack a very broad range of questions in the multi-TeV 
range to justify itself. 

4. The Physicr of New W’r and Z’r 
at the SSC - Theoretical tmer 

In this section, we rummarise the theoretical work of the 
New W/Z Physics Subgroup. 
A. Diiery Limits Revkited 

The potential discovery limits for new W’r and Z’s were 
considered both ,for the case of pp collisions (at fi = 40 TeV) 
and for two proposed versions of the ep option at the SSC. We 
discuss the latter case first. 

Two options for ep collisions at the SSC were rtudied.4e The 
lint was a low energy option - 30 GeV electrons colliding with 
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20 TeV protom. Luminositia greater than I@’ cm’* #cc-* are 
conceivable and electron polarisation up to about 80% seems 
plausible. The ep option subgroup determined that such an ep 
collider at the SSC was feasible. The second option considered 
wa 140 GeV electrons colliding with 20 TeV protons. The ep 
option subgroup was unable to come up with a feasible design for 
this higher energy facility. The theoretical issues relevant for ep 
colliders (including new W/Z physics) were considered in detail 
by Gunion.” Further analysis has also been provided by Gunion 
and Kaywr.” Here, we briefly summarire their conclusions. 

In ep collisions, one can hope to detect a new heavy WR 
boson by observing evidence of its virtual exchange u shown in 
Fig. 5. There are three basic methods to see evidence of a dew 
WR: -(a) detect a rate enhancement beyond that ape&d by the 
Standard Model process e-p + Y + X via W(83) exchange; (b) 
detect evidence of a right-handed current by studying the rate 
for the charged current procees as a function of electron polar- 
itation; and (c) detect the decay of a new neutral heavy lepton 
N. The advantage of the low energy ep option is that substantial 
electron polarisation may be possible which can greatly enhance 
the signal over the large background coming from virtual W(33) 
exchange. 

- =z 

N 

e- 

WR 

P 

X 

Table 4 
(a) Mwm = 1.6 TeV Number of events 

& Polarisation Qi ep-reX ep-+vX ep+NX 

30 none 0.50 200 250 10 
30 80% ei; 0.50 50 20 
140 none 2.56 20 50 15 

04 Mwr = 1.0 TeV Number of events 

4 Polarisation 9’0 ep -, eX ep--r VX ep + NX 

30 none 0.50 200 300 40 
140 nonec -0.64 - 1000 2300 550 - 

Table 4 : Calculation of the number of charged and neutral cur- 
rent events at an e-p collider aesuming an integrated luminosity 
of 10” em-*. The energy of the electron beam is E, (in GeV 
units) and the energy of the proton beam is 20 TeV. The prc- 
ceusea ep + eX and cp + VX occur via the Standard Model 
mechanism, whereas ep -+ NX involves the exchange of a WR 
boson (two possible masses are considered). We apply a Q2 
cut; keeping only those events with Q* > Qi (Qi is given in 
units of Tev). The number of events paming the cut are listed 
above. In one case above, we exhibit the effects of having an 
60% right-handed polarised electron beam on the charged cur- 
rent proceeses. 
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Fig. 5. Feynman diagram for electro- 
production of a neutral heavy lepton 
via the exchange of a WR gauge bo- 
8on. 

In general, the rate for the charged current process via W(83) 
exchange will dominate the exchange of some new heavy W 
due to propagator effects. This suggests that it will be nec- 
essary to make a strong Q* cut (e.g. only accept events with 
Q2 2 l/2 A$,) in order to reduce the large background.” An 
example of the effects of the Q2 cuts is provided in ‘able 4, 
(calculations courtesy of J. F. Gunion and B. Kayser). Note in 
particular that although the signal-to-noise is far better for the 
higher energy electron beam, one obtains substantial improve- 
ment at the lower energy machine if a polarised electron beam 
is used, assuming that the new heavy W is right-handed. The 
conclusion here is that for both ep options considered, a new 
heavy WR with mass 1.6 TeV is near the detection limit. This 
is rubutan&Ily less than the diivery limits of new W’s and 
Z’s at hadron-hadron colliders with fi 1 10 TeV. Therefore, it 
seems clear that hadron-hadron collidem are the most suitable 
to study new W/Z physics. 
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Fig. 6. Integrated single lepton rpec- 
trum resulting from new gauge bosons 
W* and Z” plotted VI. .the new gauge 
boron mass. The W* is either Wt or 
Wg. The Z” couplings to fennions are 
identical to those of the Ze(04) (see Ta- 
ble 2). We demand that the single lep- 
ton satisfy pT 150 GeV and IyI < 3. 

The discovery limits of new W’s and ZC at the SSC for both 
pp and p$ collisions have been given by EHLQ and LRR. A num- 
ber of refinement8 to those calculations were made by Gunion; 
his results am presented in a separate contribution.49 Only new 
W production will be discussed here, the signal consists of an 
isolated electron arising from W -+ eN. The new features are 
M follows. Previous calculations made use of the narrow width 
approximation for the W, i.e. the produced W was on-shell. It is 
a simple matter to include the effects of the full W propagator. 
This has an effect of rub&&ally broadening the tail of the 
pr-dirtribution of the observed electron beyond the Jacobian 
peak pr 2 &/2. In addition, we make cuts on the outgoing 
electron rapidity and pr by taking only events with lyl < 3 and 
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m 2 50 GeV. The resulting total W and Z crosr sections (times 
leptonic branching ratio) are shown in Fig. 6. The dominant 
background consists of electrons arising from virtual W(S3) pro- 
duction as shown in Figs. 7 and 6. This confirms our previous 
claim that, the production of a new W is nearly background free 
and should be discoverable on the basis of a handful of events. 
The conclusion of the above analysis in that the discovery limits 
obtained by LRR (see Table 3) should be quite reasonable. 

2 4 6 0 IO 
pT (TeV) 

Fig. 7. Single lepton m-spectrum at 
Y = 0 resulting from the leptonic decay 
of a new Wl or Wi with mass of 5 TeV. 
The complete result (allowing for virtual 
as well aa real W’s) and the pole approxi- 
mation are both depicted. Also shown are 
single lepton backgrounds resulting from 
virtual W+(83), virtual Z’(94) and Drell- 
Yan production. 

I I I I 1 

0 5 IO I5 

IO 8. p, tTeV) .#,?A8 

Fig. 8 Single lepton pr+pectra at y = 
3. See caption to Fig. 7. The pole ap- 
proximation is not shown as it is nearly 
identical to the complete result, in this 
cue. 

B. Asymmetries F&visited 
Suppose a new W or Z is diiered at the SSC. One will 

then attempt to learn details of its couplings to fermions. Clearly, 
if the mass of the new vector boson is near the diivery limits 
of ?able 3, then there will not be ru5cient rtatistb to deter- 
mine the vector boson couplings. Thus, it is useful to etimate 
the maximum value of the maw of a new vector boeon for which 
detailed information regarding its properties can be atracted. 

As an &ple of the kind of analysis we envisioned, JIeeh- 
pande, et aLso considered the front-back (y dependent) aeym- 
metry introduced by LRR which we have discussed in Section 
2C. We focuwed on the production of a new neutral Z” boson, 

where its rapidity can be directly determined by measuring the 
zo - e+e- decay. In this case, the formulas for the front back 
asymmetry can be conveniently written PI followr. Fit define 
three fun&ions fi(y), i = 1,2,3 : 

,,(y) = dzr)4%2) - aAhbB(z2) 

U%)+Y~2) + aA(+4z2) 

dA(#%z) - dA(zddB(t2) 

‘(‘) = uA(zl)aB(22) + aA(2+P(z2) 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

,3(yj-= ~h)aa(s) + ~AhVB(d 

uA(zW(~2) + aA(OB(t2) 
(4.3) - 

where 

21 = Mzc’ 
52 = h&-e-V 

(4.40) 
(4.4b) 

and PA(z) is the probability of finding quark q in hadron A at 
momentum fraction t and at an energy scale Q = Mz. These 
functions can be determined ueing EEILQ structure functions; 
we depict the functions for Mz = 0.5 and 1.5 TeV in Figs. 9 
and 10. The front-back asymmetry, A&Y) is then determined 
in terms of the functions fi (i = 1,2,3) and parameters which 
depend on the couplings of the Z to fermions: 

AFB(Y) = 
CM(Y) + hfi(Y)l 

1+ IMY) 

where 

1.0 

0.0 

0.6 
T 
ii 0.4 

0.2 

0 

c= ;(Lf- R,2) 

a = Lz, - Rt 
j? = Lf - Rj 

&f, 
I’& . 

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 

10 .I Y ..ll.i 

Fig. 9. Graphs of the functions j;(y), i = 
1,2,3 (defined by qs. 4.1-4.3) which are 
relevant to the calculation of asymmetries 
inzZl ,;ae++; (see eq. 4.5). We take 

(4.5) 

(4.60) 

(4.6b) 
(4.6~) 

(4.64 
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MZ  = 1.5 TeV 

Fig. 10. Graphs of the function6 ji(tI), i =  
1,2,3forMg = I.5 TeV. See caption to F’ii. 
9. 

The couplings above are normdid, &f + Rj = 1, where Li 
is the coupling of Z  to fiLyf;t (with a rimilar definition for 
R;); and 7 measures the relative strength of the ZUQ and Zdd 
squared couplings. Thus, in principle, the quantities Co, Ca, 
and 7 can be independently measured. We  see that this method 
can only obtain partial information on the Zeff couplings. For 
example if the L and R type coupling are univenally inter- 
changed, Co and C/I remain uncharged eo that no difference 
would be seen in the measured value of APB(~). 

W ith a sufficient data sample, it is straightforward to km- 
late the three parameters Ca, Ca and 7 because the functions 
fi (i = 1,2,3) are sufficiently different aa rhown in Figc.. 9 and 
10. Note that although we have obtained Figs. 9 and 10 us- 
ing EHLQ structure functions, which ia an extrapolation from 
present day data, one can presumably measure the structure 
functions directly at the SSC thereby obtaining more reliable 
predictions for the /i. The best way to proceed then L to mea- 
lure the y distribution of Z” production in bin8 of ray, 0.5 units 
of rapidity. Since Ii, is quite different from fr and ja at larger 

. rapidities, the parameter 7 can be determined by careful mea- 
rurements in the region 2 5 y < 3. The quantities Ca and Cg 
are then obtained by comparing APB(Y) at other values of the 
rapidity. Detaila of nome numerically worked out exampled for 
different m&w valuea of a new heavy Z  which have different cou- 
plinga to the fermionr are presented by Deshpande, et al., in a 
separate contribution.50 

Our conclusions are that for mawen below l-2 TeV, it &ould 
be powible to determine certain combinatiomr of Z”ff couplings 
(Ca, C/3 and 7; see eq. 4.6) with reasonable accuracy by mea- 
nuring the y-dependent front-back asymmetry. The precine up- 
per limit for the ti maso which allow8 for ruch a reMonable 
measurement will depend on the valuea of the Z”ff couplings. 
C. Decay of New W/Z% Into ‘I&r Lcptona 

In the laat section, we saw that only a limited amount of 
lnformatioe6n the coupling of new W ’r and Z’r to fermiona 
can be deduced from the study of aaymmetrics. A moat glaring 

example of thir ir the inability of differentiating W L  from WR 
by l tudying unpolticed p$ -) W  + X, W  + c-N where the 
rignal con&As of an irolated electron and the N b undetected. 
Further information could be deduced by detecting an explicit 
decay mode of the N, although thii dependa on knowing the 
mechanism of N decay (set Section 4E). Here, we &all focus 
on another method - the poAbility of observing r-leptona arls- 
ing from new W  or Z decaya.b1*52 The key obeervation here t 
that the ~-decay ia d-analyzing. That L, by measuring the 
rpectnrm of decay productr, one obtaim information on the 
emitted r polarisation. Thii ir becaue the r decay me&a&m 
b known, i.e. it decays by emlwion of a virtual W(83) (WL- 
type) gauge w. Thb in turn can clarify the proper&a of the 
new W  and/or I which decay8 into the obeerved r. 

The major decay modea of the r are: pv, (BR = 22%), rv, 
(RR = lo%), eu,u, (RR = 17%), and )rv,,v, (RR = 18%).ss 
The rignal for W  + rN, r -, (vv is rimilar to that of W  -* LN, 
i.e. an ieolated lepton L = c or p ir obaervai. However the pi- 
rpectrum of the observed lepton arising from r decay (i.e. the 
indirect lepton) is quite different from the direct lepton. First, 
the indirect lepton tends to come out at rmaller pT substantially 
below the Jacobian peak. Second, the py-diitribution of the in- 
direct leptons can distinguish between W , and WR. But, there 
are major problem with an attempt to detect r-leptonr through 
its leptonic decay. Aa rhown by Gunion and Haber,52 the rpec- 
trum of indirect leptons (from r-decays) b buried underneath 
the spectrum of direct leptons for pi 2 0.2 Mw aa shown in 
Fig. 11. For the distribution8 at y = 0, this occum as a result 
of the prominent Jacobian peak in the direct lepton spectrum. 
Such a feature pereiste for non-sero y. hrthermore, for smaller 
values of pi, the cross sections for both direct and indirect lep- 
tons from a new heavy W  lie below the dietribution of electrons 
which results from the decay of a virtual W(83).  Precision ver- 
tex detection is unlikely to improve the situation. For highly 
energetic r’a, it will be extremely difficult to identify the kink in 
the observed track which would indicate a ontcharged-prong 
decay. 

Hence, we consider the non-leptonic decays of the r, fo 
cueing on T  -+ IY and r + pi. Thee are aho ontcharged- 
prong decays and K) are unlikely to be found via vertex detec- 
tion. However, the rignal of a highly energetic isolated K or p 
in an otherwire quiet event makes such a @nature viable. The 
p would be differentiated from the 1 by detecting the photon8 
from the decay p+ 4 r+r”, r” + 77. We shall proceed M if 
the detection of isolated ~‘8 and p’s is 100% efficient. Clearly 
thin will not be the case; further rtudy ir required to determine 
how feasible thir approach &n be. 

In order to derive the rpectrum of outgoing r’e and p’s aris- 
ing from the sequential decay W  + TN, 7  + (r or p) + Y, we 
ure an equation analogom to q. 2.6. We  therefore need to 
computes’ &ldEdcos@ for the procem giQj 4 WR,L + o + X 
(in the qq center-of-mm frame) where a = (r or p arises from 
WRJ + rN, r + o + Y. It turns out that thir quantity b pro- 
portional to the differential decay rate for helicity A = f1/2 ~‘8, 
fl/dE,,, computed in the lame coordinate frame (i.e. the W  
rest frame where the r b moving). We  p-t here a derivation 
of this decay ntef3 the reader who wLhm to rkip the detaila 
may immediately proceed to the final result given in q. 4.14. 
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Fig. 11. Single c+ pT+pectra at fi = Jo 
‘IkV from the dqay of a charged vector bo- 
s&. We show distributions of e+ from di- 
rect decays W -) cN and from the sequen- 
tial decay W+ + r+ 4 c+. The curves cor- 
nwpond to (a) W+(lOOO) -+ e+; (b) W+(83) + 
c+;(c) W~(lOO0) 4 r+ -( e+; (d) W~(lO00) -+ 
r+ 4 e+; and (c) W+(83) -+ r+ + e+. The 
mass of the new W is taken to be 1 TeV. 

We begin by noting that in the rest frame of the r, the four- 
momentum of particle a is given by: 

k.= ($$; ($f-$) sing, O,(w) CwO) 

(4.7) 
where B is the angle of particle 6 with respect to the incoming 
quark. We now consider the decay r + a+~ in the qq rest frame, 
where the T is moving with velocity v which is nearly the speed 
of light (i.e. fi > m,, where 6 is the quared centelcof-mass 
energy for the scattering process). Denoting 7 = (1 - v~)-I/~ > 
1, the energy E. of particle1 a, in the qQ rest frame is: 

29 i + rn3 sin 28 i (4.3) 

In the same frame, the energy of the T is E, = 7m, so that the 
energy fraction is given by 

(4.9) 

Thus, if we compute the decay angular distribution of particle a 
in the rest frame of the 6, we will know using q. 4.9 the energy 
distribution dl‘/dE, of particle o in the qq center+f-mass frame. 

To compute the decay rate for r 4 pu, we may take the rpu 
coupling to be given by (GFgJ@“(l - 7s) as suggested by 
vector meson dominance. A straightforward computation leads 
to: 

dr 
GE, pk, 

G91, 
= m W3 - 2p, . A,, + rn:) 

d(mT ’ m:)(m: + 2m:) - m,(mf - 2m:)r, . A,] 
(4.10) 

where k,, and p, are the four-momenta of the p and r and 6, 
is the spin four-vector of the r. In the limit where m, a mw, 
the r emitted from a WL(WR) will be purely left (right) handed 
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This result has a simple physical interpretation. The T- is 
either left or right-handed depending on whether it came from 

with helicity A = -l/2 (A = +1/2). In either case, 

s, - k, = A(mf - rn;) co6 e 
mr 

where B is the angle between the spin vector and the p-momentum. 
(Note that by boosting the T along the direction of its spin, we 
cau relate the angle B to the p energy fraction s as given by eq. 
4.9.) Plugging q. 4.11 into q. 4.10 and integrating over the 
energy of the p, using up the B-function, we obtain 

dr VP 
1 

mfcor2~+2m~6in2f, A=+! 

dC(ge=m?+2m~X m36in2(;+2m2cos2~, c A=-: 
c - s (4.12) - 

where B, w BR(r -+ pu) and 

’ (4 - m:)2(m;2 + 2m:) 

m3 
(4.13) 

(Note that g,, has units of mass squared; its value can be deduced 
from the experimental value of BJ,.) Finally, using q. 4.9 we 
may convert the m‘/dcoe B given in q. 4.12 into the differential 
r decay rate fl/dE,, in the q4 center-of-mass frame. The result 
is: 

4rnf BJ,, 

,( ,e,f frame = fi(m? - m:12(mt + 2m:) 

X 
mf[m: + z(m) - am:)] , x=+; 

2m:(mf - m:) + (1 - z)m~(m~ - 2m:) , X = -f 
(4.14) 

where, in the qq rest frame, z = 2E,,/fi, in the approximation 
that m, a 4. Rom q. 4.9, we see that rni/rn: < 6 5 
1. Equation 4.14 illustrates the general result that the energy 
distribution of the final state p refiects the polarisation of the T 
which in turn reveals the nature of the WNr coupling. 

The precise formula for du/dEdcoa8 (in the qq center-of- 
mass frame) for the process gie + WiR -+ T-N, T- + p- + u 
is derived in a separate contribution to these proceedings.51 We 
quote the final result (valid for m, a fi: 

da G$rnt+.s(l + cos 0J2 1 
dE&o% = 484% - d2 +%‘&I c 

where 8, is the angle between the p and the incident quark di- 
rection. We have assumed that both the Wqie and the WNr 
vertices are either both pure V - A or pure V + A. The p angular 
distribution cannot distinguish between these two cases. 

The above computation can be repeated for r -, su. Using a 
rsu vertex of (G~/fi)f,,7,,(1-76)*, we find that all the results 
derived above are identical with the replacement mp + m, and 
g,,/m,, + 1,. It is a good approximation to take m, = 0; then 
q. 4.14 reads 



Wt or WR. But the u, is always left-handed. Thus, because the 
6 is spinless, consemtion of angular momentum implies that 
II is emitted preferentially Yorward’ in the case of WR decay 
and sbackward’ in the case of Wt decay. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 12. In the ad center-of-mass frame, thir comsapondr to 
an energy spectrum of the 6 which is harder (peaked at z = 
1) in WR decay and softer (peaked at 6 = 0) in W, decay. 
The arguments above have been made for a T- emitted from a 
negatively charged W. We cau repeat the argument6 for the caee 
of the sequential decay W+ + r+ + I+ (or p+). The resulting 
energy distributions (q. 4.14 and 4.16) are exactly the same. 
This can be checked by applying helicity uguments similar to 
the ones we have just made. Therefore, one need not mumwe 
the charge oj the find state (r or p in onier to 6& a daflennce 
kfwcc.n w& and WR _ 

(0) (b) .!b"GA I 

Fig. 12. Schematic view of the sequential decay WL,R -+ rN, T + 
su,. The arrows above the T and u, denote helicity. The u, is 
always left-handed; the I helicity depends on the nature of the 
W as shown. Angular momentum conservation demands that 
the configurations shown above are the ones favored. 

Before using these results, it is interesting to apply the phys- 
ical interpretation just diSCUSSed to the case of sequential W -+ 
T -P p decay. We have noted the close relation between the I and 
p formula6 (eqs. 4.14 and 4.16). In’particular, setting mP = 0 in 
eq. 4.14 leads to a result identical in structure to the r formula 
(eq. 4.16). Based on the analysis just discussed, this must imply 
that in the limit of mP + 0, longitudinal p’s dominate. This is 
correct as can be observed from q. 4.12. Using 

w-w/2) + ~74 + 4 a ld:l:/2, r+,,2v)12 (4.17) 

(since the u, necessarily has helicity -l/2), we immediately see 
from q. 4.12 that the decay rate for helicity -1 p’s is propor- 
tional to m:. Thus, in the limit mP 4 0, only the helicity sero 
p’s survive Bs claimed above (we cannot produce x = +l P’S due 
to angular momentum conservation). This may appear peculiar 
since we are used to thinking that massless vector particle6 are 
purely transverse. However, one must recall that a thuxy of 
massive vector bosons does not necessarily have a smooth Limit 
to the massless theory. The longitudinal polarisation vector for 
the p is approximately @’ B q/m, (a6 m, -) 0). The matrix 
element for r- -+ p-u, b j,,P where j,, = O&‘[(l - 75)/2]u,. 
The mP -) 0 limit is not smooth as long a ej,, # 0 which is 
the case here.$’ Thus, instead of decoupling, the longitudinal p’s 
dominate in this limit as we have observed above. 

We ma+insert q. 4.15 into q. 2.8 to obtain the predicted 
spectrum of p’s (and s’s) from sequential W 4 TN decay. A 
number of distributions have been given by Gunion and Haber in 
a separate contribution to the proceedings.” We provide some 
additional results here in Figs. 13 and 14. 

pp-w+- f--n*+x 

Fig. 13. Single r+--m-spectra at Ji = 
40 TeV from the sequential decay W+ 4 
T+ + (r+. The W mass is taken to be 
3.5 TeV. We show distributions for WL 
and WR for two 6xed values of rapidity, 
y=Oand2. 
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Fig. 14. Single s+ pr-spectra at fi = 40 
TeV from the sequential decay W+ -+ T+ -+ 
s+. We have replotted Fig. 13 on a linear 
scale in order to focus on the m-region below 
2 TeV. 

As in the case of asymmetries discussed in the previous sec- 
tion, the minimum amount of data needed to discover a new W 
or Z is not sufficient to obtain information regarding its cou- 
plings. One could then ask - what is the heaviest charged W for 
which the observation of the sequential decay W 4 T + r can 
distinguish between W, and WR? Gunion and Haber made an 
initial estimate and concluded that, assuming 100% efficiency 
for detection of pions, new W masses up to about 3.5 TeV allow 
for separation of WL from WR. A more realistic number awaits 
further experimental input as to the T detection efficiency. 

One can imagine looking for three prong decay6 of the r. In 
this case, precision vertex detection could be of use if the three 
charged tracks can be individually identified. Finally, we note 
that the discussion above can also be applied to Z decays. Here, 
because the process of interest is Z” + r+r- followed by two 
r-decays, the formalism is more involved and needs to be more 
fully developed. 
D. Horimntal Gauge Bosona at the SSC 

One can consider gauge bosons which are not simply clones 
of the W(83) and the Z(94). In thii section, we will examine 
the possibility of observing horisontal gauge bosons at the SSC. 
Unlike the W(g3), Z(94) and the new W’s and Z’s considered 
thus far, horisontal gauge bosons do not couple universally to 
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the different generations of termions. For example, one can con- 
struct a model of horisontal symmetries, i.e. symmetries which 
relate fermions of different generation6.s1~s2 By gauging such a 

qmmetry, one obtain6 horisontal gauge boaonr. Such a theory 
represents one attempt to explain the replication of generations. 

If such a scenario actually occum, then a crucial parameter 
of the model is the mass scale which characterira the horisontal 
symmetry breaking. A lower bound to such a maw scale can be 
obtained by considering current experimental limits on Savor- 
changing neutral currents (FCNC’s). If horisontal gauge bosons, 
Va, existed one would expect such bosons Lo mediate flavor- 
changing transitions. The nonobservation of certain FCNC’r h 
then interpreted as a lower bound on the mass of VR. Two strin- 
gent example6 mentioned in Section 1D are the nonobservntion 
of KL 4 cc and K* 4 ripe. Such processes could occur if 

.m VBd8 indYa*c verhiexisted in the theory. One typically 
findss2 that Ma 2 5 - 100 TeV depending on which FCNC re- 
action is used. This limit, however, depends on setting unknown 
mixing angles to unity and taking the horisontal and weak gauge 
coupling6 to be equal. Clearly, there is room to maneuver here - 
the horisontal bosons could be fairly light lf appropriate mixing 
angles are small. 

We may then consider the possibility of actual production 
and detection of Va at the SSC. Roughly, one might expect to 
be sensitive to such bosons up to 10 TeV (similar to the case 
of a new W). Suppose a horisontal boson exists which cou- 
ples both to d3 and ep. Then, one could produce such bcsons 
by the Drell-Yan process - annihilating da to produce a physi- 
cal VI which subsequentially can decay into ep. The production 
cross section6 are similar to that of new W production (since the 
probability of finding I or fi in the proton is similar). Albright, 
et.al. have obtained some prediction6 for VJJ production cross 
sections based on various assumptions on the VB mass and cou- 
plings. Detail6 are presented in a separate contribution to these 
proceedings.% The process & + ep would be quite spectacular: 
a very quiet event except for a highly energetic back-to-back 
ep pair. Clearly, such a signal would be nearly background free 
and one could claim evidence of new physics based on a handful 
of events. 

However, the example we have chosen (da + re) b not the 
appropriate one. Given that the rare B-decays previously men- 
tioned have not been observed, we know that a Va which couples 
to both d?! and pe must either be extremely heavy (2 30 TeV) or 
very weakly coupled. In the former case, the SSC energy is not 
large enough to produce such a Va. In the latter case, the V, 
can be produced, but due to the weak couplings, the production 
cross-section for Vn is too small. Either way, such a V, cannot 
be seen at the SSC. These dismal conclusions have been reached r 
solely because the FCNC constraints in K-decay are eo eevere. 
Thii b no longer the caee in other systems. For example, very 
few restrictions are known regarding the transitions: 

CQ + pe, TC, Ty (4.180) 
lf3 4 Cc?, er (4.1gb) 

If one takes the attitude that the non-existence of da 4 ep need 
not affect tither possible FCNC’s, then one has the possibility 
of finding much lighter horisontal gauge bosons than previously 
envisioned. It is not entirely unreasonable that the third gener- 
ation may be special (compared to the first two) in some way, 
allowing for the possibility that FCNC’s involving at least one 

third generation fermion could be substantially less suppressed 
than other FCNC’s. Looking over the lid in q. 4.18, the T- 

lepton prominently stands out. Thus, e&ient detection of T- 
leptons is highly desirable. In the previous section, we raw that 
one advantage of r-lepton detection ia that it can provide infor- 
mation on the vector boron couplings. In the present context, a 
further advantage ls revealed. The r-lepton may protide o win- 
&w to new phyricr beyond the Standard Model. Once again, the 
signature of 5’~ production via the proc~ listed in q. 4.18 
ls quite clean, and only a few event8 are needed to signal some- 
thing new. Discovery limits for horisontal gauge boeons found 
by Albright, et al., are presented in ?hble 5. In obtaining these 
numbem, all unknown mixing angles have been oet to unity. The 
unknown horisontal gauge boaon coupling ag = pi/46 has been 
set toeitherI,O.loraw = g&/46. These assumptions are quite 
arbitrary so the nsults in ?hble 5 should be considered only as 
illustrative. 

Thblc 6 
Process Diiovery Limit 

OR = 1.0 an = 0.1 an = m 

da + ui? + e-)c+ 33 15 11 
d5 + uf + e-r+ 25 12 9 
$6 + Ci + /L-T+ 16 7 5 

da+&+uz+cf 30 17 12 
4 e-p+ + p-T+ 

Table 5 : Discovery Limits of Horisontal Gauge Eoson masses 
at the SSC with fi = 40 TeV and f = 10ss ernm2 see-i. 
All maeses are given in TeV. The horisontal gauge boson cou- 
pling is chosen to have one of three possible values, where aw = 
a/ sin2 6~ u 0.03). Unknown mixing angles have been set equal 
to unity. The criterion for discovery is the observation of five 
events in one year (10’ set) of running. 

Therefore, the SSC will significantly extend the lower limits 
for the masses of hypothesised horisontal gauge bosons, or quiv- 
alently will be able to set more stringent limits on FCNC transi- 
tions such a6 those listed in q. (4.18). Such limits can comple- 
ment other techniques which may be used at the SSC to study 
the possible existence of FCNC. For example, due to large num- 
ber of bquarks expected at the SSC” (approximately 1Ol2 per 
year will be produced for a machine with L = 10’6 cm-26ec-1), 
one can search for rare decay6 of the B”-meson. Thus, the tran- 
sition 6d + pe might be detected either by a rare Bs decay 
or by the production of a horisontal gauge boson. To compare 
the sensitivity of both processes, we may make the following 
estimate: 

where the ratio of lifetimes is Q/T,, m 5 x lo-‘. In the formula 
above, we have set the unknown horisontal gauge boson mixing 
angle to unity. Aa an example, if we choose 98 = m, we would 
find from Table 5 that horisontal gauge bosons with Mv” 5 9 
TeV can be detected directly; the corresponding sensitivity given 
by q. 4.19 is BR(B” + re) 2 10m6. Whether such branching 
ratio6 could be detected at the SSC remains to be seen. 

As we mentioned in Section lD, other schemes exist which 
predict gauge bosons which do not couple univemally to the 
generations. A model of HoldomSs has inspired us to consider 
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the possibility of a gauge boson Y which prefem to decay into 
heavy quark6 or ieptonr, or into W-palm. As this is also what 
one expects from a heavy Higgs scalar, it is of intereat to consider 
how a vector and a scalar particle with such properties could be 
distinguished. Kayser has considered this problem in detail and 
I present here his analysis verbatim. 

If the Y is produced in pp or $p collision6 via gluon fusion 
and heavy quark loops, it will tend to have helicity A = fl, 
rather than A = 0. Now, suppose Y + ff, where f is a quark 
or lepton, with a coupling of the form 

~pw“(~ + b7s)v~ . (4.20) 

Here c,, is the Y polarisation vector. Assume that IX(Y)1 = !, 
and that the Y may have a polarisation 

- 
p = i(A-= +1) - N(A = -1) 

- N(A=+l)+N(A=-1) ’ (4.21) 

Then, the angular distribution of f in the Y mat frame with 
respect to the Y direction of motion in the lab is 

dr 
d(co6 0) 

a 2/a12m~ + ( loI2 + lb12)f12( 1 + cos2 g) 
(4.22) 

- P(ob’ + o’b)myI p’Ico08 . 

Here rn! and my are the f and Y masses, and lp7 is the f 
momentum in the Y rest frame. Note that as long as s2/m) 
is not small, this angular distribution ls very different from the 
isotropy that would characterise a Higgs decay. 

Now suppose Y -, W+W-. In principle, there are 7 possible 
coupling6 among three J = 1 par&les. To illustrate the decay 
angular distributions which one may expect, we take the YWW 
coupling to have the same form aa the Z’WW or 7WW gauge 
coupling in the standard model. Assuming again that IX(Y)1 = 
1, we find for the W+ distribution in the Y rest frame 

(4.23) 

where t = rnt/rnK. The coefficient of sin20 grows monoton- 
ically- from 3116 at r = 4 (threshold) to infinity at r = 00. 
For, say, ml = Smw, it i6 already 1.34. Thus, as in the decay 
to fermions, the angular distribution diffem substantially from 
isotropy. 

Note that the angular distribution, q. (4.23), does not de- 
pend on the polarisation P (q. (4.21)) of the Y. Thus, this 
distribution should be the same aa that for e+e- + W+W- via 
an s-channel Z” pole, since the unpolarired beams produce an 
intermediate Zs with qual amounts of J, = +l and .7, = -1, 
and no JI = 0 (z axis = beam axis). Thb claim is indeed correct 
as can be easily checked.57 
E. Implication6 of a Right-Handed Neutrino. 

We have indicated in Section 1A that in SU(2)r, x su(2)R x 
U(1) models, one necessarily has to introduce a right-handed 
neutrino field N into the theory. The properties of the N Seld 
are not well constrained; a recent discussion of the relevant con- 
straints hasban given by Gronau, Leung and R.osner.r3 In par- 
ticular, thess authom point out that the experimental limits on 
the N mass and its mixing with ordinary neutrinos are rather 
poor for mN 1 1 GeV. 

Our main intemt regarding the N is how it may affect the 
observation of a new WR whose leptonic decays are expected to 
be WR 4 AN. (Gf course, the N is interesting in its own right; 
although this would take us beyond the scope of thii report.) If 
one assumes that the N escapes all detecton as missing energy, 
then the signature of a Wp will be similar to that of the W(83). 
On the other hand, the N might decay inside the detector. In 
this case, there are two possibilities depending on whether a 
separate decay vertex for the N can be detected. In either case, 
one may no longer have a missing energy trigger to help select 
out events corresponding to new W production. Gunion and 
Kayser’6 have carefully considered in a reparate contribution 
various scenario6 for the production of new W bosons which 
decay into N in the cases of pp and ep collisions. We simply 
summa&e some 6f the’salienffeatures here. 

One can estimate the lifetime of the N which depends on 
a number of assumptions. For example, the N can decay via 
virtual WR emission or through its mixing with the ordinary 
neutrinos. Assuming that the former ls the dominant muha- 
nism, we find: 

TN # 4 X IO-“see (e)’ (3)’ (4.24) 

This formula illustrates clearly that by adjustment of the rel- 
evant pammetem, a lifetime consistent with each one of three 
possible scenarios mentioned above is possible. If we again nc 
glect mixing effects, the N will decay via: 

NC 4 e* + 2 jets (4.25) 

and similarly for the N associated with other lepton flavors. 
These modea have two noteworthy properties. Since N is likely 
to be a Majorana lepton, it will decay equally into e+ and e-. 
This could be extremely distinctive, but requires the detector 
to be able to measure the electron charge (or the muon charge 
in N,, + p*+ jets). Furthermore, the electrons themselves may 
be hard to locate if they are buried inside one of the hadronic 
jets (however, this is not a problem for muons). Second, the 
process given in eq. 4.25 has the feature that there is no missing 
energy (as long as the jets do not consist of heavy quarks which 
semi-leptonically decay). Thus, one will have to trigger on a 
class of events consisting of one isolated lepton, a second lepton, 
hadron jets and very little missing transverse energy. Such a 
trigger is likely to make the new W search more complicated 
than the search for W(B3). However, the isolated lepton exhibit6 
a prominent Jacobian peak, and the remaining particle6 should 
reconstruct (roughly) to a unique mass. 

For completeness, it is worthwhile to mention certain changes 
if the mixing of N with ordinary neutrinos dominate its decay. 
First, the N lifet/me tends to be shorter, so probably no sepa- 
rated vertex will be observable. Second, in addition to the decay 
modes discussed above (q. 4.25), there are completely leptonic 
modes which always involve at least one neutrino. Thus, in this 
cue, the missing transverse energy trigger may be useful to ino- 
iate some of the W -+ eN events. 

6. Dkctionr for hture Iimertig~tionr 
We end this report with a list of unanswered questions which 

we believe should be addressed in future studies of new W/Z 
physics: 
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I 

4 How clean are new W/Z aignala under malirtic experimen- 
tal condition%? For example, in the diiovery of the W(83), 
an important feature in the detection of ieolated electron6 
was checking that the c- energy and momentum m~ure- 
ment matched. At the SSC, a momentum mevurement 
become8 increasingly difficult as the electron momentum 
increases. Thus, it ir likely that the above technique used 
to clean up the W(83) sample will not be available for new 
heavier W’r. Thur, an important question to answer ir - 
with what efficiency can one identify isolated electrona at 
the SSC. (Some of these imuea have been considered by 
Carr and Eichten in these proceedings.“) 

6) What are the backgrounds to WR + cN rhould the N 
decay be observable? We have speculated that the signal 
of W~_production is..hkely to remain clean even if the N 
decay product8 are observed. But this needs to be carefully 
checked. What are the other poeaible ~)urcee for cc+ 
hadron jets plus negligible missing pi? Can one trigger 
effectively on ruch events at the SSC? 

cl How efficiently can one detect r-leptonr? L it realirtic 
to detect r’~ by observing isolated r’e and/or p’B? What 
about the possibility of seeing a separated vertex and iden- 
tifying it aa a three-prong r-decay. Could ruch a signal 
be separated from charm production? 

4 

e) 

Calculations of distributions in p -, r+r- need to be 
worked out. A formaliem dould be developed by which 
one can UM information from the distribution of r decay 
productr to reconstruct the p couplings to fermions. 
The coupling of a new W to fermionr can be partially ob- 
tained from asymmetry studies. If in W -+ eN, the N is 
not Been, then incomplete information exists on the kine- 
matics of each event. More work t needed to determine 
whether one can still make use of the Mymmetry in this 
cae. Furthermore, the analysis given in this report has 
assumed that the missing N is massless. One needs to in- 
vestigate possible effects that may arise if the N has non- 
negligible mass. How accurately can one infer the mass 
of the N if it escapes detection? If the N is seen, then 
the N decay products can provide additional clues to the 
nature of the W couplings (similar to the r-decay from 
W + rN). 

f) 

g) All croaa section eotimatm for new W/Z production were 
baaed on the usual aasumptionn of the naive parton model. 
We have neglected primordial transveme momentum of ini- 
tial &ate partonr as well aa transverse momentum due to 
QCD gluon radiation. In addition, K-factom and higher 
order WD corrections have been neglected. It ir worth- 
while to investigate the effect8 of -me of these neglected 
pieces. In particular, the tranrivene momentum rpectrum 

In this report, we have focussed exclusively on leptonic 
decays.of new W’B and 2’8. Can new gauge bosons be 
detected via their hadronic decay? Initial eatimata indi- 
cate that this will be very difficult (perhaps impossible). 
Some progress, however, was made by the W ID groupbg 
which investigated the pcesibility of detecting the W(83) 
via itr hadronic jets. Thus, the case for hadronic decay8 
of new W’a and 2’0 should be reopened and rtudied more 
carefully Y progress itr made on W(83) detection. 
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of new W’B and z’r needr to be carefully taken into ac- 
count. Apart from being an interesting exe&se in QCDp” 
such effects will have obaemble consequencer for the lep- 
ton rpectra we have computed. 

A) The implicatlonr of polarired hadron beunr for new W/Z 
phyricr needr to be fully worked out. One would like to 
know how fully one can reconstruct W and Z couplings to 
fermionr by observing the direct leptonic decayr as a func- 
tion of the beam polarization. A ride hue in the que&ion 
of polarised rtructure functions. How reliable are the cur- 
rent methoda for obtaining the polarised structure func- 
tionr relevant for SSC energiee? 

I would hopethat theoe questiona could serve aa a starting 
point for future work on new W/Z phyriu at the SSC, aa well 
Y providing an agenda for a New W/Z working group at the 
next SSC workshop. 

I am grateful to the memben of the New W/Z Physics mb- 
group whore hard work and permeverancc made thir summary 
report possible. In addition, I would like to thank Jack Gunion 
for his invaluable &stance in generating the curvea shown in 
Figs. 6 - 11 and 13 - 14. Finally, convemationr with Paul 
Langacker and Jon Rosner are gratefully acknowledged. 
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